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ARTWORK BY MEERA LEE PATEL
Brooklyn, NY • Watercolor Painter

A LETTER FROM THE FOUNDERS
WE LAUNCHED BUCKETFEET IN 2011 WITH ONE MISSION, to connect

people through art. We strongly believe that there are millions
of amazing people around the world, but we rarely have the
chance to learn each other’s stories—that’s something we were
determined to change. We wanted to create a brand that could
bridge gaps and bring people together. A brand where every
product is designed by a different artist from around the world.
A brand that not only makes great shoes, but has a real person,
place, and story behind each of those shoes. BucketFeet is that
brand and art is our universal language.
Today, our artist community includes more than 20,000
people from over 100 countries. Our artists drive our creative
process, but also provide a window into the world in which
they live. Each artist has a unique style and story which allows
our customers to express themselves in an individual way.
BucketFeet is more than just a shoe company, it’s a movement.
We believe art is for everyone.
Never stop creating,
Aaron & Raaja

ART IS FOR EVERYONE

THE SPRING 2016 COLLECTION

KELSEY ARCHILA

DJ LU

Scope out the latest line of BucketFeet, as modeled
by a crew of trailblazing creators photographed
in their working spaces.

The creative powerhouse behind the Minty
Fresh shoe teaches us chaos is nothing to fear.

Discover how DJ LU won over Colombian
authorities with his powerful message

JOSE MERTZ

BUCKETFEET X SECRET WALLS

IT IS ALL IN THE DETAILS

The multi-talented artist tells us why ancient
iconography influences his work.

8 artists. 2 teams. 1 winner. Find out who
ended up on top at our live-art battle.

Chambray, metallics, and more made their
way into this year’s warm-weather styles.
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BEN PETREGALIA

Los Angeles, CA • Entrepreneur
As the co-founder of Sole Bicycles in Venice Beach, Ben Petregalia considers the bike shop—
where he thoughtfully designs custom single speeds—his ultimate creative space. He’s pictured
here in graphic designer Michael Fischer’s Beer Goggles chambray shoe.

WHAT IS
YOUR STORY?
THAT’S THE UNDERLYING QUESTION BEHIND OUR SPRING/SUMMER 2016 COLLECTION. Each shoe in this
compilation of art represents one person’s attempt to answer that, however unanswerable the question
may be. Sure, it’d be impossible to distill your story into a single image, work of art, or pair of shoes—but
that’s not the point. The point is we keep trying, we keep cultivating, we keep finding new ways to show
the world who we are. This collection is a celebration of the pursuit: the pursuit of self-expression and of
those who have the courage to keep seeking, to never stop creating.

Artists from Cyprus, Peru, Portland and beyond make up the class of creators who designed the Spring/
Summer 2016 collection. Their influences are far-reaching, their stories are diverse. We’ve got street
artists, typographers, and watercolorists. We’ve got full-time artists, hobbyists, and side hustlers—the group
is all over the map, quite literally, but bound together by their creative passion. Get a glimpse into their
heads as you slip their work onto your feet. Let their stories become one small part of your own.
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TK ANDERSON

Los Angeles, CA • Photographer
TK Anderson is one whose creative space clearly knows no bounds—no corner of LA is safe
from the shutter of her camera. Pictured here in Honduran artist Andy Silvestri’s The Duo shoe,
which adds just the right amount of edge to her bold look.
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BONNIE BEATS

Miami, FL • Music Producer
The Miami-based beat maker is undoubtedly responsible for the city’s reputation as,
well, a giant party. She’s seen here in Japanese artist Kay Shimizu’s Jungle Mosaic.
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NIKITA DESAI

Los Angeles, CA • Stylist
The Trencadis shoe, designed by artist Andria Burchett, makes the perfect finishing touch
to Nikita’s impeccable look. As a working stylist and visual artist, Nikita teaches others how
personal style can be another method for self-expression.
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SHPLINTON

Los Angeles, CA • Painter
Longtime BucketFeet artist Shplinton is always down for some urban exploring,
especially when equipped with his own BucketFeet mid-tops, aptly titled the Shplinton.
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CHASE

Los Angeles, CA • Muralist
The muralist and prolific Instagram photographer Chase models the latest iteration
of DJ Lu’s Pineappleade, a slip-on invigorated by all-new chambray material.
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MWANEL PIERRE LEWIS
Miami, FL • Painter

In the studio with his pop-culture infused artwork, Mwanel Pierre Lewis
models the Colorado-based artist Daniel Falsetta’s The Old 98.
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JESSY NITE

Miami, FL • Painter
The Girly Thing shoe, designed by Zeke Tucker, fits right in with painter
Jessy Nite’s updated retro style. She’s seen here amongst some of her latest
creations, all of which possess her clever, lighthearted aesthetic.
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PAMELA GALLEGOS

Peru • Graphic Designer
Though her studio is currently in Miami, BucketFeet artist Pamela Gallegos uses her native
Peru as a constant source of inspiration. She models Bogotá-based DJ Lu’s Pineappleade, now
featuring metallic accents and chambray.
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KELSEY ARCHILA
LONG ISLAND, NY • ILLUSTRATOR

TO CALL KELSEY ARCHILA’S WORK “BOLD” IS TO DO IT AN INJUSTICE. We like to think of her art, a brilliantly

chaotic swirl of color and vibrancy, as a straight shot of visual caffeine. It can’t help but perk you up,
whether it be on one of the many hand-drawn shoes she’s designed for BucketFeet or on her unmissable
prints of technicolor animals. In fact, it was one of her dynamic depictions of a lion that clinched Kelsey’s
win as the BucketFeet and SCOPE Art Show’s #MadeToStandOut artist of 2013.
Since then, Kelsey has been the mastermind behind several of our best-selling styles including this year’s
Minty Fresh shoe. Though she’s based in Long Island, her aesthetic is influenced by everything from the
wildlife of Africa to Aztec prints. In terms of refining her aesthetic, Kelsey says she doesn’t know where
her style will lead but she remains open to the possibilities. “I’m not trying to restrict myself,” she said,
when we caught up with her in Miami to test out her new shoe, the Minty Fresh. Who better to model the
art than the artist herself?
14 • BucketFeet
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DJ LU

COLOMBIA • STREET ARTIST
A COUPLE HOURS AFTER HIS ARREST, THE POLICE WHO HANDCUFFED DJ LU WERE CONGRATULATING HIM.

They’d taken him to the station for pasting his now iconic Pineappleade pictogram on the buildings of
Bogotá—but once they realized the meaning behind the symbol, they not only let him go, they thanked him
for his bold statement that critiques land mines littering the pineapple crop fields across Colombia. This is
the power of DJ Lu’s art.
Though the Pineappleade is DJ Lu’s trademark—it can be found everywhere from South American city
blocks to several BucketFeet shoes—he has created hundreds of stencils, each of which strikes viewers with
a potent mix of artistic beauty and political criticism. When he talks about his work, he is direct about its
purpose: “I wish for peace and understanding between people—not just the people in my country but all
over the world. I promote an attitude that celebrates diversity through the images I make.”
16 • BucketFeet
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And his art is no doubt a catalyst for change, especially in his
hometown of Bogotá. Since he began stamping the city with his
images, the authorities have become more accepting of artists
interacting with public spaces. DJ Lu often wears a mask when
he creates, but he says the stigma surrounding street art has
noticeably lessened. The mask is more a way to prioritize his work
over himself. “It’s a way to honor your project and not your ego,”
he says. DJ Lu’s focus has no doubt paid off—his art is found in the
most unexpected corners of the world and his message continues
to be shared by those who feel a connection to his work, such as
ourselves. We’re thrilled to help share his story.
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JOSE MERTZ
MIAMI, FL • PAINTER

FOUR YEARS OF STUDYING ART EARNED JOSE MERTZ A DEGREE from the prestigious Maryland Institute College

of Art, but he didn’t do a thing with it. At least not for the first five years. Rather than dive headfirst into
a fledgling art career, Jose opted to study at a Zen monastery in New York City. “It was psychological boot
camp,” he says, “Just very hardcore stuff, based off the Samurai.”
Anyone who’s seen his recent art, which takes cues from both science fiction and traditional Asian
drawing, can see the profound effect his spiritual journey has had on his aesthetic. “I wouldn’t say I draw
inspiration from it directly, but there are parallels between my art and ancient religious iconography. I
like to keep [my art] as far away from this reality as I can.” His attempts at the fantastical have been more
than successful, as his mesmerizing, sometimes haunting work has been featured everywhere from the
BucketFeet Tiger shoe to Art Basel, the festival that takes place in his hometown of Miami every fall.
Despite his constant stream of commissions and gallery showings, Mertz would never tell you he’s “made
it.” His spirituality is the engine that powers a continual need to keep evolving and refining his style. “Pride
and comfort can be the enemy. A certain level of hunger is crucial to generating work.”
20 • BucketFeet
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#ARTBATTLE
8 ARTISTS, 2 TEAMS, 1 WINNER. A simple enough premise, sure, but allow us to elaborate: Secret Walls, a

stalwart of the global art community, hosts high-energy live art battles that are both a race against the
clock and an exercise in restriction—the color palette must be black-and-white, which not only challenges
artists but provides a sense of cohesion for teams whose individual players possess wildly different styles.
They then create in real time, in front of a live audience, to explosive results.
What could be a better prize for the winners of the battle than a BucketFeet shoe contract? We couldn’t
think of any so we joined forces with Secret Walls for a night of live-art battling in Chicago—a first for the
city. Turns out bringing two artist-centric powerhouses yields both incredible art and an unforgettable
experience. With members of the BucketFeet Artist Network on each team, the friendly competition gave
our people a chance to show us how they freestyle art—paint was definitely spilled. Mix in a DJ, drinks, and
an immeasurably talented beat boxer (seriously), and you’ve got yourself one killer part.
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IT IS ALL IN
THE DETAILS
WE USUALLY LIKE TO LET OUR SHOES SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES, but this collection features so many new

materials, styles, and printing methods, we thought a little debrief was in order.
First things first—we’ve introduced a line of shoes made from chambray, a material that could not be more
suited for the backyard patios and rooftop decks that inevitably accompany the warmer months. There are
metallics, embossing, and leather accents in the mix too—all of which serve to enhance the artists’ designs
with details that are at once modern yet classic. And of course, you’ll see the sort of thoughtful attributes,
such as insole massage bubbles and screen printed canvas, that you’ve come to expect from BucketFeet.
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@BUCKETFEET

Art is for Everyone.

